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Why Use Prescreening Questions
Prescreening questions are presented to candidates as part of their on-line job application. They work best when they address the candidate’s knowledge
and/or some abilities. Some abilities, like communication skills, are difficult to assess online, and are best addressed through a more formal assessment process.
It is not necessary to use prescreening questions, but they can be a very useful tool to narrow down a candidate pool. They can save time screening applications
and reduce the number of applications viewed/printed for further review.
You can score candidates based on the answers they select in the single-answer and multiple-answer questions. To do so, indicate which answers are required.
Then you can sort your candidate list based on the candidate’s score. Well written, legal questions can greatly assist in screening candidates.
If your competition is being created from a Template, there may be some questions automatically assigned to your competition. You may choose to remove
some of them, or add some from the Library.
If you wish, you can add new questions which don’t exist in the Library. Refer to the table below to determine what type of question you want, and your desired
answers. Then follow the instructions starting on page Error! Bookmark not defined..
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Types of Questions
Question
Type
Singleanswer
Candidate is
allowed to
select only
one answer
from the list

Rules

Scoring

Example

Candidates MUST answer
every question in order to
complete the application, so
make sure that every possible
answer is provided, not just
the answers which would
screen them in. Answers of
“no”, “none of the above” or
“not applicable” should also
be included. Otherwise, you
will be forcing the candidate
to choose the closest answer,
which may be inaccurate.

Select all answers
which would be
acceptable (ie,
select the
minimum, plus
anything better
than that).

1. Do you have a Bachelor of Social Work, Bachelor of Indian Social Work or an
alternative level social work degree from an accredited university, as approved by
the CASSW?

The questions that start with
“please select the one option
which best describes...” have
standard wording which is
used every time and is readily
available. You just have to
provide the content that
belongs in the blank.

Identify those
answers which are
REQUIRED as well
as those which
would be ASSETS.
Think “OR” …if a
candidate
answered A OR B
OR C, they would
be screened in.

•
•
•

Yes
No
No, but I have grandparenting rights in accordance with the Social Services Staffing
Policy

2. Please select the one option which best describes your knowledge of strategic
planning processes.
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

I do not have this knowledge.
I have some/limited knowledge in this area (e.g. from the media, from casual reading,
etc.)
I have some knowledge in this area from my daily exposure, interaction with or
support to people who have expertise in this area.
I have taken an introductory class or basic training in this area.
I have done significant in-depth reading because of my strong, personal interest in this
area.
I have taken a number of senior level classes or training in this area.
The focus of my post-secondary education or training was in this area.
A significant part of my job (current or previous) involves application of my knowledge
in this area.
I have developed expertise in this area from my work experience.
I am recognized externally (within the field/industry/community) for my expertise in
this area.

3. Please select the one option which best describes your ability to research material
and clearly and concisely develop and articulate information such as speeches,
news releases, briefing notes and communication plans:
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
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I have not had training or experience in this area.
I have had training in this area, but have not applied it.
I have had training in this area, and have applied this skill, although not independently.
I have had training in this area, and have applied this skill independently.
I have not had training in this area, but have applied this skill, although not
independently.
I have not had training in this area, but have applied this skill independently.
I am recognized for my expertise in this area.
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Question Type
Multipleanswer
Candidate is
allowed to
select more
than one
answer from
the list

Text answer
Candidate
provides a
response in
paragraph
format

Rules
Candidates MUST answer
every question in order to
complete the application, so
make sure that every
possible answer is provided,
not just the answers which
would screen them in.
Answers of “no”, “none of
the above” or “not
applicable” should also be
included. Otherwise, you
will be forcing the candidate
to choose the closest
answer, which may be
inaccurate.
You do not need to provide a
“both” or “all of the above”
option, since the candidate
can select as many answers
as they wish.
Candidates MUST answer
every question in order to
complete the application, so
(if applicable) make sure that
your question contains
instructions to answer “n/a”
if appropriate.
Maximum limit is 1000
characters, including spaces
and punctuation, and the
system will not allow the
candidate to save or
continue to the next page, if
they exceed this limit. All
questions of this type need
to advise of this limit
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Scoring
Select all answers
which must be
selected in order
to be screened in.
Identify those
answers which are
REQUIRED as well
as those which
would be ASSETS.
Think “AND” … a
candidate will only
be screened in if
they answered A
AND B AND C

Example
4. This job opportunity is available in more than one location. Please select those for
which you wish to be considered:
•
•
•
•

5. Please specify the stakeholder groups you have interacted with in developing
policies and conducting research:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

It is useful to use
this type of
question to follow
up on a
multiple/single
answer question,
so that candidates
can support their
previous response.

Regina
Saskatoon
Prince Albert
None of the above

Public/Community
Clients
Colleagues
Elected Officials
Service Providers
Industry
Provincial government ministries
Other levels of government
Other (please specify below)
None of the above

6. If you selected “Other” above, please elaborate. If you did not select “other,”
please indicate N/A.
7. Please describe how you gained your knowledge of strategic planning processes.
Maximum 1000 characters, including spaces and punctuation. You may wish to
use a word processor to compose your answer and then paste it into this box.

Use this type of
question sparingly,
as the system will
not score it– you
must read the
answers
individually.
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Adding Questions from the Library
NOTE: This method of adding a question to your requisition does
not allow you to edit the content of the question.
Library questions appear as “Library” in your requisition when
you put the cursor on the question, and candidates’ answers to
them will carry forward from one requisition to another.
Click Add or

to open the Question Selector window.

Perform a keyword search in the Filters panel on the left.
Select the questions you want. Click Add Questions when
finished.
Note: do not select questions beginning with ~, as these are
reserved for student recruitment.
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Creating a Question from Scratch
Questions created from scratch appear as “Specific to this
requisition” in your requisition when you put the cursor on the
question and will not be available in the library for future use.
Candidates’ answers to them will remain within your requisition
as well.
Duplicating a requisition with “Specific to this requisition”
questions will create new local questions in the new requisition,
and candidates’ answers to them will not carry forward.
Click
or create to launch the Create a Requisition-specific
Question window.

Type the Question into the box.
Select the Answer Type the candidate can provide:
• Single Answer – they may pick only one answer from
the list
• Multiple Answers – they may pick more than one
answer from the list
• Text Answer – they will type their response into a text
box
Select the format for presenting the answers.
Provide the answers the candidate will choose from. To add
more answers, click Add answer row.
Answers can be re-ordered as well.
Ensure that you are providing all applicable answers, including
“no” or “none of the above.”
When the question is complete, click Save and Close.
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Copying a Question from the Library and Customizing It
Questions copied from the library and customized will appear as
“Specific to this requisition” in your requisition when you put
the cursor on the question and will not be available in the
library for future use. Candidates’ answers to them will remain
within your requisition as well.
Duplicating a requisition with “Specific to this requisition”
questions will create new local questions in the new requisition,
and candidates’ answers to them will not carry forward.
Click

or Copy from Library.

Perform a keyword search in the Filters section.
To find the “fill in the blank” questions, type the word “fill” into
the keyword search.
Select the question you want.
Click Add Questions.
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The prescreen questions are added to the section.
Click the question to open the “Edit a Requisition-specific
Question” window.

Change the question format, question wording, and/or answers.
Ensure that you are providing all applicable answers, including
“no” or “none of the above.”
When you’re done, click Save and Close.
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Identifying Question Requirements and Assets
Identify which answers in the Question are required or an asset
by selecting values from the Required/Asset column.
When working with a Multiple Answer question type, the
candidate must select ALL of the items you identify as
required, in order to receive full marks for the question. (Think
“AND”: This answer and that answer”).
When working with a Single Answer question type, the
candidate must select ANY of the items you identify as
required, in order to receive full marks for the question. (Think
“OR”: This answer or that answer”).

Radio buttons for single-answer
questions. Candidate can only
choose one answer.

This is a screenshot of how prescreening questions are
presented to candidates.

Check-boxes for multiple-answer
questions. Candidate can choose
more than one answer.

Text-box for text answers.
Candidate types their answer into
the box.
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